Plant evenness modulates the effect of plant richness on soil bacterial diversity.
Understanding the relationships between aboveground and belowground biodiversity will help to expand our knowledge on how ecological communities and processes are interactively determined, and thus provide new perspectives for the conservation of biodiversity. Despite the theoretical analyses generally predicting a positive relationship between plant richness and soil microbial diversity, the results from empirical studies have been mixed, probably due to the effect of plant evenness. To investigate this relationship, we conducted field experiments in two geographically distinct sites (Linhai and Shenmu, >1400km apart), by simultaneously manipulating plant richness (2, 4, and 8 species) and evenness (homogeneous versus non-homogeneous). After one year, the bacterial response to plant richness with different plant evenness levels was evaluated using terminal restriction fragment length polymorphism (T-RFLP) analysis. Our results showed that plant evenness modulated plant richness effects on bacterial community, as reflected by the more pronounced positive correlations between bacterial richness and plant richness in homogeneous plant community than in the non-homogeneous treatment. Additionally, plant community structure significantly affected bacterial communities only in the homogeneous treatment in Shenmu, but not in the non-homogeneous treatments. Our results demonstrate that plant evenness could regulate plant richness effects on bacterial alpha- and beta-diversity and thus provide valuable insights into the association between aboveground and belowground biodiversity.